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We study the infinite temperature dynamics of a prototypical one-dimensional system expected
to exhibit many-body localization. Using numerically exact methods, we establish the dynamical
phase diagram of this system based on the statistics of its eigenvalues and its dynamical behav-
ior. We show that the nonergodic phase is reentrant as a function of the interaction strength,
illustrating that localization can be reinforced by sufficiently strong interactions even at infinite
temperature. Surprisingly, within the accessible time range, the ergodic phase shows subdiffusive
behavior, suggesting that the diffusion coefficient vanishes throughout much of the phase diagram in
the thermodynamic limit. Our findings strongly suggest that Wigner–Dyson statistics of eigenvalue
spacings may appear in a class of ergodic but subdiffusive systems.
The interplay between particle interactions and disor-
der may lead to complex emergent phenomena, especially
in one-dimensional systems where the influence of both
effects is maximized. Non-interacting particles in a one-
dimensional disordered system exhibit Anderson localiza-
tion [1] which results in insulating, nonergodic behavior.
Coupling the localized system to phonons will restore er-
godicity and transport with a peculiar dependence on the
temperature, a phenomenon know as variable-range hop-
ping [2]. In the absence of phonons or coupling to any
other degrees of freedom it was generally believed that
the inter-particle interactions conspire to induce trans-
port and restore ergodicity [3], although the opposite
was also suggested in a later study [4]. Nevertheless, us-
ing self-consistent perturbation theory in the interaction
term, it has recently been suggested that the localized
phase survives finite interactions [5, 6]. Moreover, the
many-body spectrum is predicted to have a mobility edge
separating the localized and metallic states, similar to
the one-particle mobility edge in three-dimensional sys-
tems [7]. For lattice models where the energy density is
bounded, it has been proposed that a range of parameters
might exists for which all the many-body eigenstates are
localized, such that the many-body localization (MBL)
transition persists at infinite temperatures [8]. This ar-
gument has recently been made more precise [9, 10]. The
existence of a nonergodic phase for strong disorder and
weak interactions has been rigorously proven for zero par-
ticle density [11] and for an infinite chain of spins [12].
However, currently there are no rigorous results for the
ergodic phase or the MBL transition itself. Although
realizing a truly isolated physical system is impossible,
recent experiments in cold atom systems come very close
to this idealized limit [13–15].
The MBL transition is a dynamical transition between
a nonergodic and an ergodic phase, and it has no mani-
festation in static thermodynamic quantities. Its uncon-
ventional nature has attracted many researchers. In par-
ticular, the dynamical features of the transition which
have been studied are the dc conductivity [16–18] and
dynamical correlations in the t→∞ limit [19]. In all of
these studies exact diagonalization (ED) has been used,
effectively restricting the accessible system sizes to about
16 sites. This fact poses serious limitations on the inter-
pretation of the results. In particular, the evaluation of
the dc conductivity depends on a careful extrapolation to
the thermodynamic limit [20], while for systems of finite
length L, dynamics in the t → ∞ limit are dominated
by finite size effects and may have little in common with
the behavior of L→∞ system. Another measure which
has been used to study the MBL transition is the distri-
bution of spacings of the many-body eigenvalues. At the
transition the distribution is expected to cross over from
a Poisson to a Wigner–Dyson distribution [8, 19]. For
one-particle systems, it has been conjectured in Ref. [21]
that quantum systems with fully chaotic classical analogs
will exhibit a Wigner–Dyson distribution of eigenvalue
spacing. It was later shown that the Wigner–Dyson dis-
tribution of many-body eigenvalue spacing is generic and
connected to quantum non-integrability [22, 23]. Nev-
ertheless, the connection between non-integrability and
transport properties is not rigorously understood. For
clean, translationally invariant systems, non-integrability
generally results in the disappearance of ballistic trans-
port [24–26], however for disordered many-body systems
its implications have not been fully explored. A num-
ber of numerically exact studies have examined the dy-
namics directly. It has been shown that time-dependent
density matrix renormalization group (tDMRG) becomes
efficient for highly localized systems [27]. For weak inter-
actions a logarithmic growth of entanglement entropy as
a function of time has been observed [27, 28] and later
explained [29–31]. Entanglement entropy is however a
non-local quantity with no direct relation to the mea-
surable dynamical properties of the system. Two of the
authors in a previous work directly observed nonergod-
icity by studying the relaxation of the on-site particle
density, in a study limited to weak interactions [9]. In
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2a very recent study quantum revivals of the local den-
sity were used to differentiate between the Anderson and
MBL localized phases [32].
In this letter we explore the dynamical phase diagram
of a system of interacting spinless fermions in a one-
dimensional disordered lattice via the examination of the
spectral properties and the transport of correlations in
the system. The Hamiltonian we consider is given by
H = −t
∑
i
(
cˆ†i cˆi+1 + cˆ
†
i+1cˆi
)
(1)
+ V
∑
i
(
nˆi − 1
2
)(
nˆi+1 − 1
2
)
+
∑
i
hi
(
nˆi − 1
2
)
,
where t (which we set to one) is the hopping matrix el-
ement, V is the interaction strength and hi are random
on-site fields independently distributed on the interval
hi ∈ [−W,W ]. Note that by using the Jordan–Wigner
transformation, this model can be exactly mapped onto
the XXZ model. Extending the model (1) to a non-
integrable (zero field) version (e.g. the model used in
Ref. [8]) produces only quantitative and not qualitative
changes to our conclusions. We therefore focus on (1).
For lattice models with a finite number of states per site,
the energy density is bounded, which renders the infi-
nite temperatures limit meaningful. To simplify the dis-
cussion we follow Ref. [8] and consider only the infinite
temperature limit throughout this Letter.
To establish the full dynamical phase diagram using
eigenvalue statistics we repeat the analysis of Ref. [8]
for a large set of parameters (1 ≤ W ≤ 7 and 0.5 ≤
V ≤ 10, a total of 120 points). For this purpose we ob-
tain the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian (1) for system
sizes L = 10, 12 and 14 and calculate the metric rn =
min (δn, δn−1) /max (δn, δn−1), where δn ≡ En−En+1 is
the difference between adjacent eigenvalues. This met-
ric is then averaged over all states and disorder realiza-
tions (100 realizations were sampled) and is used to differ-
entiate between Wigner–Dyson (r = 0.529) and Poisson
statistics (r = 0.386) of the eigenvalue spacing [8]. It is
assumed that the metric r (W,V ) flows to the Wigner–
Dyson value in the thermodynamic limit for the ergodic
parts of the phase diagram, and similarly to the Pois-
son value for nonergodic regions. The phase boundary
will therefore correspond to points which are “station-
ary” under scaling of system size. Note that the phase
boundaries have to be taken with care; due to the se-
vere limitation on the available system sizes we cannot
perform a reliable extrapolation of this procedure to the
thermodynamic limit.
In Fig. 1, the resulting phase diagram is presented. A
surprising feature of the diagram is the re-entrant be-
havior of the nonergodic glassy phase. This feature was
overlooked in previous studies, which examined only one
constant interaction cut through the diagram [8, 19] or
Figure 1: (Color online) Dynamical phase diagram at infi-
nite temperature, as obtained from the spectral fluctuations
of the studied model. The dashed white lines correspond to
cuts through the phase diagram presented on the right panel.
The right panel demonstrates the determination of the phase
diagram based on spectral fluctuation analysis of two system
sizes, N = 12 andN = 14. The phase boundary is determined
from the crossing of the red (grey) and black lines, as desig-
nated by the arrows. The faded region on the left indicates a
region of substantial finite size effects.
for weak interactions [32]. It should be noted that in
Ref. [33] , a suggestion that reentrance may occur in
MBL systems was put forward. The re-entrant behavior
suggests that sufficiently strong interactions can enhance
rather than destroy localization, a phenomena somewhat
reminiscent of the Mott transition occurring at low tem-
peratures. Note that while the clean system is insulating
at zero temperature for V/t > 2 [34], it exhibits diffusive
transport at infinite temperature [35–38]. Therefore, it
is the disorder which facilitates localization.
As discussed above, Wigner–Dyson statistics of the
level spacing suggest that the system is non-integrable,
but for a disordered interacting system there are no es-
tablished implications for the dynamics. Therefore, it is
interesting to examine the dynamics directly across the
entire phase diagram. For this purpose, we have used a
combination of ED and tDMRG techniques to evaluate
the density-density correlation function at infinite tem-
perature,
Cij (t) =
1
Z
Tr δnˆi (t) δnˆj (0) , (2)
where δnˆi ≡ nˆi − 1/2 and Z is the dimension of the
Hilbert space. To eliminate boundary effects it would be
preferable to excite the system in the middle of the chain.
However, to make the best use ED, which is limited to
small system sizes, we instead use open boundary condi-
tions and excite the system at one boundary. This allows
for the study of transport over the entire system length,
effectively increasing the accessible times. In particu-
lar, when the excitation has traveled sufficiently far from
the boundary, it is expected that the dynamical charac-
3teristics will approach those of the bulk and the initial
position of the excitation will be irrelevant. We have con-
firmed this by exciting the system from its center (data
not shown). To quantify the transport of correlations we
define
σ2 (t) =
L−1∑
n=0
n2 (Cn0 (t)− Cn0 (0)) . (3)
This quantity measures the spreading of correlations
analogously to the mean square displacement of a dif-
fusing particle. A similar quantity based on the one-time
density (nˆi (t)) has been studied extensively in clean sys-
tems out-of-equilibrium [38, 39]. However, such quan-
tities cannot be directly used in equilibrium where any
one-time operator is conserved. We therefore consider
the spreading of two-time correlations encoded by (3)[40].
The nature of the transport is assessed by examining the
finite time dynamical exponent,
α (t) ≡ d lnσ
2 (t)
d ln t
, (4)
which has values α (t→∞) = 2 for ballistic transport
and α (t→∞) = 1 for diffusive transport. For finite
systems, asymptotic time dynamics will be determined
by finite size effects such as reflections from the bound-
aries. Since we are only interested in the bulk transport
of correlations, we limit the considered times to the time
t∗ during which the existence of the boundary opposite
to the initial excitation has no effect on σ. Until this
horizon time, the dynamics will not depend on the sim-
ulated system size, since the infinite temperature initial
conditions are identical for all system sizes. To determine
t∗ we evaluate the spreading of correlations for different
system sizes (here L = 10, 12 and 14 unless otherwise
stated) for every parameter set of the Hamiltonian. t∗ is
then taken to be the longest time up to which L = 12
and L = 14 exhibit the same dynamics within the chosen
accuracy.
In Fig. 2 this procedure is exemplified for two param-
eter sets corresponding to the ergodic and nonergodic
phases. The horizon time, t∗, is naturally much longer
for the nonergodic phase. For the chosen parameter sets
it varies in the range 5 < t∗ < 100. There are two in-
teresting dynamical differences between the ergodic and
nonergodic phases: although similar computer time was
used in the two cases, it is clear that it is significantly
harder to converge the averaging of σ2 (t) in the noner-
godic phase, as can be seen by the fluctuations of the
σ2 (t) in Fig. 2. Another clear difference is the appear-
ance of oscillations in σ2 (t) inside the nonergodic phase,
with a period of about T ≈ 3. This period depends nei-
ther on the disorder strength nor the interaction, and is
related to oscillations of particles effectively localized to
lattice sites.
To extract the dynamical exponent α (4) we first ex-
tract the horizon time t∗ for every data point in the
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Figure 2: (Color online) Finite size scaling of the dynamical
data obtained for various systems sizes at infinite tempera-
ture. Darker colors represent larger systems. The left panel
shows σ2 (t) as a function of time, for V = 2, and W = 1.2
and system sizes L = 12, 14 and 16 using ED (from bottom)
and L = 24 using DMRG (top). The right panel shows σ2 (t)
for W = 7 and system sizes L = 10, 12 and 14. Shaded areas
designate uncertainty bounds.
phase diagram, and subsequently evaluate the logarith-
mic derivative of σ2 (t) at t∗ using the procedure illus-
trated in the left panel of Fig. 3. Repeating the procedure
for 24 different parameter points and interpolating gives
a rough dynamical “phase diagram” on the right panel of
Fig. 3. Phase boundaries cannot be reliably determined
by this methodology, since the dynamical exponents ob-
tained are not asymptotic. For the MBL transition sce-
nario advocated in Ref. [6] the ergodic phase is diffusive,
which would correspond to an asymptotic dynamical ex-
ponent of α (t→∞) = 1 while the nonergodic phase is
insulating and should correspond to α (t→∞) = 0. Sur-
prisingly, the dynamical phase diagram of Fig. 3 has a
vanishingly small part with a dynamical exponent close
to one. This region corresponds to the weak localization
regime, where the non-interacting localization length is
larger than the size of the simulated system. Interest-
ingly, the contours of equal dynamical exponents retrace
the phase diagram of Fig. 1, exhibiting a similar re-
entrant behavior. The strong localization seen at Fig. 3
for very weak disorder and strong interaction is an edge
effect and is irrelevant to the physics of many-body lo-
calization. By exciting the system from its center, using
tDMRG and system size 32 (forW = 4 and V = 10, data
not shown) we have verified that the re-entrant behavior
is not influenced by this effect and is a feature that is
expected to survive extrapolation to the thermodynamic
limit.
In Figs. 2 and 3 we used tDMRG [41–44] to access
larger system sizes wherever possible. Surprisingly, for
the purposes of this work tDMRG is superior to ED only
within a narrow parameter regime characterized by weak
disorder [45]. For example, as illustrated in Fig. 3, it
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Figure 3: (Color online) Dynamical phase diagram obtained
from the dynamical exponents of correlation spreading. The
left panel explains the determination of the dynamical expo-
nents from the log–log plot of σ2 (t). The system sizes which
were used L = 14, V = 2 and W = 3, 5, 7 (from top to
bottom) using ED and L = 24, V = 2 and W = 1.2 using
tDMRG (top, orange). Shaded areas designate uncertainty
bounds. The dynamical exponents are extracted from the
slope of the dashed gray lines. The right panel presents the
dynamical exponents as a contour plot which interpolates be-
tween 24 different parameter points. The text on the contour
lines corresponds to the dynamical exponents. Note that due
to edge effect discussed in the text the W axis starts from
W = 1 in the right panel.
enables the demonstration of sub-diffusion at very weak
disorder, W = 1.2 for which the non-interacting localiza-
tion length is larger than the system sizes accessible to
us within ED.
An interesting question which remains is how the fi-
nite time dynamical exponents α (t) calculated in this
Letter change in the limit of t → ∞. For classical fluids
close to the glass transition the typical scenario is slow
subdiffusive transport followed by a transition to diffu-
sion; this, however, requires an additional time-scale for
which such acceleration of transport (de-caging) occurs
[46]. For some parameter choice this time scale can be
made arbitrarily small. In our simulations we do not
see the appearance of such a time scale even for very
weak disorder; throughout the phase diagram α (t) (av-
eraged over the oscillations) is a decreasing function of
time. If this is indeed the case, it implies that transport
is subdiffusive throughout the entire phase diagram. Al-
though for small disorder strength the validity time be-
comes short, making the determination of α (t) less reli-
able, the overall tendency of α (t) to decrease with time
throughout the entire phase diagram invites one to spec-
ulate that the small diffusive region occurring for small
disorder and small interaction will vanish in the thermo-
dynamic limit, in the absence of coupling to additional
degrees of freedom (such as phonons). We do not have ac-
cess to the t→∞ limit, but within the attainable times
scales we can observe that α (t) seems to vary contin-
uously across the ergodic–nonergodic transition. More-
over, although fits to logarithmic relaxation appear to
be more appropriate in the nonergodic phase, we stress
that we cannot clearly distinguish between logarithmic
relaxation and weak sub-diffusion (note that logarithmic
relaxation still yields α (t→∞) = 0) without accessing
significantly larger timescales. While we do not show
this, logarithmic behavior is consistent with at least some
of the data. Both scenarios imply a vanishing diffusion
coefficient in the thermodynamic limit.
In summary, we have investigated the dynamical phase
diagram of a one-dimensional, spinless fermionic model
with short-range interactions and disordered potential.
The phase diagram was obtained both by analysis of the
distribution of the eigenvalues spacing and the correla-
tions transport in the system. We showed that the non-
ergodic phase is re-entrant for sufficiently strong interac-
tions which implies that in this part of the phase diagram
disorder and interactions reinforce localization. Moreover
the phase diagram is predominantly subdiffusive for ac-
cessible times. If this behavior persists asymptotically
it implies the absence of diffusion in the thermodynamic
limit and for any finite disorder strength. Nevertheless,
the dynamical phase diagram is composed of an ergodic,
but subdiffusive phase and a nonergodic glassy phase.
Our findings imply that Wigner–Dyson statistics alone do
not rule out subdiffusive behavior. Interestingly, subdif-
fusive behavior was recently experimentally observed for
bosons at low temperatures [47]. It would be of great in-
terest to explore the possibility of the existence of a broad
class of quantum non-integrable systems which show sub-
diffusive behavior.
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Note. During the review process a number of works
supporting the existence of the subdiffusive phase have
appeared [48–50]. Also the strongly interacting noner-
godic phase predicted in this Letter was observed exper-
imentally [51].
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